
not a conductor of electricity in any condi
tion. It is a better conductor after it has 
been prepared than in the ordinary condition, 
It is kept for several hours at a temperature 
just below its melting point, It is then spread 
over the space between parallel wires, better 
wound upon a porcelain tube, so that the two 
wires are quite near together, When it has 
cooled it is in the sensitive state, The cur
rent sent from one wire to the other will be 
increased by allowing light to fall upon the 
selenium cell, as it is called, The resistance 
will be several hundred ohms probably at the 
lowest, We would advise you to apply to the 
professor of chemistry or physics at the univer-' 
sity in your city, These men are always glad 
to give advice and assistance to others. 

(12002) R. S. McF. asks: Would you 
kindly explain how I could use a 100-volt in
duction motor on a UO-volt current? I tried 
one way by connecting a 10-volt lamp in series 
with it, but had no satisfaction, A, A small 
resistance coil placed in series with your 
motor will take up the extra ten volts and 
enable the motor to run with safety, The 
wire must be of a size which will carry the 
current without heating too much. The small 
lamp you used was not able to carry�the cur
rent required, Its filament had too high a re
sistance to allow current enough to flow for 
the motor, and so the motor did not get cur
rent enough to turn it. 

(12003) C. W. asks: In your issue of 
February 10, 1906, page 137, Notes and 
Queries (No. 9887), you state that absolute 
zero is -459 deg, Is it a fact that scientists 
have accepted this as absolute zero? On what 
is it based? How was it determined? And 
how is it measured? What does absolute zero 
mean? Is it a condition of temperature at 
which no heat whatever exists or is radiated? 
A. It may be positively stated that all modem 
J3cientists accept -273 deg, C. as absolute zero, 
or the temperature at which molecular mo
tion would cease, all heat would be gone from 
matter, Astronomers believe that this is the 
temperature ,of the space outside of the 
earth's atmosphere, The degree we gave, 
-459 deg, F" is the Fahrenheit equivalent of 
-273 deg. C. The idea of absolute zero is 
based upon the fact' that all gases at the 
freezing point of water expand and contract 
by the same amount if the temperature is 
changed one degree and this amount is 1/273 
of thei]! volume if the temperature is changed 
one degree Centigrade, Since the volume of 
a gas is dependent upon its temperature it is 
evident that the cooling of a gas degree by 
degree will cause it to shrink proportionately 
till if it is cooled 273 degrees its power to 
shrink will be gone also; that is, all the heat 
will have left the gas, This reasoning is not 
weakened by the fact that the gas would 
change to liquid before the absol)l te zero is 
reached, Dewar has gone within a very few 
degrees of absolute zero in the attempts to 
liquefy helium, The absolute scale w:as de
vised by Lord Kelvin and is very frequently 
employed in giving temperatures in scientific 
papers. It is the only scale in which ,the 
degrees have a direct quantitative relation. 

(12004) A. N. B. says: Will you kind-
ly let me know how to boil a meerschaum pipe 
that has been in use some time, so as to color 
readily? Also how to fix the color in the pipe 
when it is once there? A, Ordinarily the pipe 
is boiled for coloring in a preparation of wax 
which is absorbed, aI\d a thin coating of wax 
is held on the surface of the pipe, and made 'to 
.take a high polish, They are first soaked in 
;melted tallow, then in white 'wax, Under the 
,wax is retained the oil of tobacco, which is 
:absorbed by the pipe, and its hue grows darker 
:in proportion to the tobacco used, A meer
,schaum pipe at first should be smoked very 
:slowly, and before a second bowlful is lighted 
the pipe should cool oft', This is to keep the 
wax as far up on the bowl as possible, and 
rapid smoking will overheat, driving the wax 
oft' and leaving the pipe dry and raw, A new 
pipe should never be smoked outdoors in ex
tremely cold weather, Where the color has once 
existed it can be, brought back by careful hea t
ing, which will drive the color out toward the 
surface, 
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times, lies between forty and sixty, and that, 
provided health and optimism remain, the man 
of fifty can command success as readily as tne 
man of thirty. It is a stimulating little book�, 

Legal Notices trated, tables of properly proportioned grate I areas and heating surfaces have been compiled 
from the best practice, the methods and con- ,r-------------------

THE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND MAINTEN
ANCE OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL WORKS. 
By Hugh P. Raikes, A. M. lnst C. E., 

etc. New York: D. Van Nostrand 
Company, 1908. 8vo.; pp. 414 ; fully 
illustrated' with photographs. Price, 
$4. 

PATENTS ditions for testing materials used, and the con- ' 
struction of boilers are briefiy described -and 
the results adequately discussed of the most I' recent investigation on the exact nature, 
causes, and eft'ects of combustion, corrosion" INVENTORS are Invited to communicate with 

Whereas the chemical and biological aspects 
of sewage disposal have been fairly f)llly dealt 
with by a number of more theoretical scientists 
there has been no recent publication dealing 
as fully with experiment and practice, This 
need Mr. Raikes's work seems to completely 
supply, being a record of fifteen years experi, 
ence of the practical application of approved 
principles in the design and construction of 
sewage disposal works, Due credit is given 
for the initiation of experiments and the pub
lication of valuable reports by the Massachu
setts State Board of Health, but the book 
deals principally with sewage works in Eng
land, where the congestion of urban centers 
is so much greater and more frequent, the pol
lution of the much smaller streams and estu-
aries consequently greater, so that the need 
is more urgent and developments have been 
more rapid there, Particular methods of sew
age disposal highly successful in one case will 
not necessarily prove equally satisfactory else
where owing to wide divergence of local condi
tions, but Mr, Raikes's experience as a con
sulting engineer has given him exceptional 
facilities for collecting, comparing, and co
ordinating the 'results of dift'erent methods and 
he presents his information not merely as a col
lection of clearly classified data valuable to 
the sanitary engineer desirous of comparing 
the results of the best practice, but in a man
ner interesting to the non-technical public. 

FORGING. By John Lord Bacon. Chicago: 
American School of Correspondence, 
1909. 112 pp.; 8vo., fully illustrated. 
Price, $1. 

Most of the publications of this school are 
'practical condensations or simplifications, 
suited to the sometimes limited academic train
ing of its students, of the subject matter of 
deeper or more complex text books, but we 
know of none of the contents of which less 
may be found elsewhere to take the place than 
the present work in forging, The author has 
obviously learned his subject in the workshop, 
but his position as instructor in forge-work at 
the Lewis Institute has given him a facility 
in explaining the reasons of what he knows to 
be the correct method �hich few expert smiths 
can possess, The book is full of simple prac
tical instructions, illustrated by admirably 
clear Oiagrams for the performance of all sim
ple and more complicated operations in black
smithing as well a� the making of a large 
number of tools-just the things that every 
amateur and many a professional smith 
wants to know but, cannot find in large and 
more comprehensive works on metallurgy and 
mechanics-and it is brought completely up-to
da te by descriptions of the operation of the 
latest labor-saving devices for mechanical forg
ing and electric' welding, 

HANDBUCH UBER TRIEBWAGEN FUR EISEN
BAHNEN. By C. Guillery. Berlin and 
Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1908. 200 

, pp.; 93 ill. 

and incrustation, Not the least valuable fea- Munn & Co., 361 Broadway, lIoew Yo�k. ur 

ture of a thoroughly useful book is a table of 6211 F Street, \\'ashillll'ton, D. C., in regard 
to securing valid patent protection for tbelr inthe composition and comparative heating value 'I ventions. Trade-Marks and Copyria-hts 

of all common American fuels. regis tered. Design Patents and Foreia-n 

PRECIOUS STONES. By W. Goodchild, Patents secured. 

Ch W· h Ch t A t' We undertake all Patent, Trade-Mark and M.B. .B. It a ap er on r 1- , CopyriKht Practice, both before the Patent ficial Stones by Robert Dykes. New! Office and the Courts. and we have special facUl. , York: D. Van Nostrand Company, I tiesfo r hs.ndllnglnfrina-ementand other su1tsln 
1908. l'llmo.; pP. 309. Price, $2. 1 Federal and State jurisdictions. 

After a general discussion of the subject, I A Free Opinion as to tbe probable patenta-
each form of gem is taken up in detail. Some bility of an teventlon will be readily given to any 

of the lIlustrations are so good that it is hoped inventor furnishing us with a model or skl'tch and 
in subsequent editions their number may be a brief description of the device in question, Al l 

communications are strictly confidential Our very materially increased, There is an excel-

I 
Hand-Book on Patents will te sent free on lent glossary at the end of the book, request. 

ALTERNATING CURRENTS SIMPLY EXPLAINED. Every patent secured throna-h ullreceivell 

By Alfred W. Marshall. London: special notice in the Scientific American. 

Percival Marshall & Co. 18mo.; 82 Ours Is the Oldest aaency for securingpateats; 
pages. Price, 20 cents. • 'I It was established over sixty years ago. 

Ths is No. 33 of the "Model Engineer" Series, MUNN & CO., 361 Broadway, New York 
and gives a simple outline of the subject, I Branch Office, 626 F St., Washington, D. C, 
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING. By F. E. Tur- ������������������ 

neaure, C.E., and Adolph Black, C.E. 
Chicago: American School of Corre- INDEX 
sponder.ce, 1909. 8vo.; 267 pp.; fully 
illustrated with diagrams and photo

OF INVENTIONS 

graphs. Price, $3. 
The last of the text books of the Chicago 

School begins the hydraulics and leads up to 
the latest developments of modem uses of 

For which Letters Patent of the 
United States were Issued 

for the Week Ending 
December 29, 1908, 

water power, The necessary formulre for the AND BACH BBARING THAT OATH 
measuring and calculation of rates of flow, [See note at end of list about copies of these patents.] 
power possibilities, pressure of, and strains 
generated by water under all conditions are A tI t trachlorld manufacture of J 
given, and in accordance with the methods of 

I 
ce � o��� . � ......... : ................ : ... : 908,051 

the school suitably to the general class of its Acid esters of cyclical terpene alcohols, . 
t d t t

'
h d I t f h form I i manufacture of, O. Zeltscbel . " ." .... 907,941 s u en s e eve opmen 0 eac u a s Adding and listing macblne, J. G. Vincent.  908,173 

carefully and simply shown, The second part I Adding machine, O. Ostbye " " , .. ,', ... ,. 908,124 
of water power development does not seem, to Adding machine, J. G. Vincent .. " ,." ,., 908,430 

bl d th t f th Advertisements and the l ike, means for us compara y as goo as e res 0 e illuminating, Schlosser & Knauss ..... ' 908,038 
book. It is profusely illustrated with interest- Air compressor, C. Neumann " . .  , ' ,  . . . .  , • .  907,859 
ing photographs of large water-power works, Air purifier, W. G. R. Braemer"" ... " ... 908,38 8

, 
i I f th t t d Anchor, ground, C. G. Ette """"""'" 908, 082 

with no very spec a re erence to e ex , an Ancbor, snugly-stowing stockless, W. S. 
lettered diagrams from a number of sources Bickley , .... , , , , , ...................... 907,957 
are sometimes described in the text only by, Axle box pedestal glb, S. M. Vauclaln ..... 908,359 

h ith t f t 'Badge, J'. Bretz, Jr. . ............... , ..... 908,069 the names of t e parts w ou re erence 0 Bag fastener, Hlering & Fuller" ..... " ... 908,OM 
the principles involved or even to all the let- Ball joint, fiexlble, C. J. Mellin ... " ... ,' 908,414 
ters Bandage, W. R. Green " ',.," , .. 907,7 84, 907,7 85 . Barrel, safety blasting, E. Whitman., .. , .. 908,055 

VALVE SETTING. By Hubert E. Collins. ���r��s'a�t���r:�I�,y���';..1�·g 'si�dg'.; r��� 908,019 

New York: Hill Publishing Company. sedimentation. D. C. Williamson,.",. 908,058' 
ll1u8. 8vo.; 210 pp.; fully illustrated Bath composition, carbonated ferruginous, 
with photographs, diagrams, and A. Zucker .... , .. ,' .. " ',,." " ,., ... ' 907,943 Baths, device for the production of medlcl-
tables. Price, $2. nal, R. Schuhardt .................... 908,100 

In this work Mr, Collins has collected a Battery connector, H. W. Munyan " " " "  907,852 Battery separator, storage, R. N. Chamber
number of articles by himself and others lain .. , , ... , , .... , . , .. , , , , , , , , , , , " .. , 907,970 
which have appeared in "Power," but in their Bearing, roller, J. F. Springer ,." , ... " 907,908 

collection, and a,rrangement, has made a com- Bed, Inclined, J. A. Barker .," ' , .. ,', ... 907,950 
Beet topping machine, Hanna & Waugh". 908,254 

plete series which tells a continued story of Bell and the like, dumb, A. Calvert ....... 907,965 
the whole art of valve setting. The elemen- Bell, diving, E. J. Hassan ............... ,908,095 

t in i I f I tti d th f Belt punch, D. W. Carr ... " ... " ........ 908,07 1 ary pr c p es 0 va ve se ng an e use 0 Bending and straightening machine, A. 
Zeuner diagrams are explained' in a manner I Rogge .. " ,  ... " ." ,  ... " .. ,." ... " .. 907,88 9 
intelligible to the practical mechanic who may Bidding box, J. E. & L. C. Hood, ... " " ,. 908,263

. ha h i int Th t in f Billboard, E. T. Fyler ... " ." .. " ... ,', .. 907,7 7 2  ve no t eoret cal tra ng, e rac g 0 Billiard cue adjustable tip holder, H. Marsh 908,001 
the action of the valves in detail is more Bit. See Bridle hit. 
complete than usual and explained by dia- Blank feeding machine, J. E. Abrams,., .. 907,944 

th h i I d th Boller compound, M. Becker . " .. ,." ... , 907,954 grams roug out adm rably c ear, an e Boller construction, steam, Metcalfe & 
application of the quite general rules first I Shanks ,. " " ......................... 907,841 
given for plain slide-valve engines to auto- Bolt cutter, W. Woolgar " ,." ., .. ,.,.,., 907,936 

I 
Boot and shoe heel top 11ft, W. F. Bostock. 907,7 23 matic and other cut-oft', Corliss and all well- Bore-holes, apparatus for ascertaining This work consists of an exhaustive descrip- known types of engines is carefully shown, strike and dip of veins or seams In, F. 

tion of the construction and details of all the Meine , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 908,299 
self-propelled passenger, inspection, and similar 
cars in use on the railways of the world, in
cluding electrical, gasoline, and steam cars, 
The necessity for and use of such cars being 
much greater in Europe, especially in the com
position of multiple unit trains running at 
regular intervals all' day into the suburbs of 
large cities and consisting of a single car at 
midday or of as many cars as may be re
quired in the rush hours, it is not surprising 
to find the English and continental develop
ments occupying most of the space, but the 
inspection and pay cars of the Union Pacific, 
Missouri Pacific, and C" R. I. & P. railways 
receive due attention and comparison, The 
author expresses no theoretical opinions and 
confines himself to a careful collection and 
comparison of methods and designs adopted 
and results obtained, 

THE FRESHWATER AQUARIUM AND ITS IN- BOring machine, C. Rblnehart .... ,." ." . 907,8 8 3  

HAB TA TS B Otto Eggeling and Bottle, Sonnenfeld & Fisher ...... ," , ... ,. 908,163 I N . Y Bottle cap making machine, H. Osswald,., 908.319 
1l'rederick Ehrenberg. New York: Bottle case, sbeet metal, H. F. Stock, .. ,. 907.912 
Henry Holt & Co., 1908. Large 12mo.; Bottle, non-refillable, J. Dickson . " , .. " ,. 908,214 
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I 
Bottle, non,refillable, H. Lowenstein .... , .. 908,289 pp. rICe, . Bottles, etc., capsule for, F, Jebsen ... . .. 907,8 08 

This volume gives' clear and complete in- Bottling machine crown arranging and pre-
structions to the amateur. It describes, and Box Sil�tI�fam�v!6�' /I'T�rne�Il���?�:::�:::: rJ:�� 
illustrates by some of the finest photographs Boxes, etc., apparatus for wiring, H. N. 
ever taken from life the great variety of I Platts , , ... , , , .. , , , , , , .. , " . , ... , , , . ,. 908.325 
plants, fishes, turtles,

' 
frogs, and insects that �:��er�v:�, ��r��h 'F���� .: : : ::: :: :'. :: ::: :U�� 

may be kept indoers in health and content- Brake sboe, J. D. Gallagher , .. ,',.," , ... 907,7 7 3  
ment, It furnishes information concerning Brake sboe, J. J. Glennon " ,. " ." " " " , 907,780 

h Brake sboe, W. H. Haring , .. ," ', .. " ... 907,7 91 food. tre atment in health and sickness, met ods Brake shoe, H. Jones " " " " " " " " " '" 907.8 10 
of capture and handling, and what aquatic Brake shoe, J. S. Tbompson ........... ... 907,918 
creatures will or will not live in peace to-

I 
Brake sboe back, F. W. Sargent." .. " "  .. 907,8 92 
Breaking, digging, or loosening material to 

gether. be dredged or excavated, means for, E. 
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MACHINE DESIGN. By J. S. andD. Brooder, F. T. Porter . " ,. " ... " ." " .,, 907,8 7 1  

Reid. New York: John Wiley & Sons Brush, fountain, 'J. T. Mountford.", .. " ,. 907,8 50 
. ' Brush, horse, G. H. Meuzles " ... , ... " " ,  907,842, 

AGE OF MENTAL VIRILITY. By W. A. New
man Dorland. New York: The Cen· 
tury Company, 1908. 16mo.; pp. 229. 
Price, $1 net. 

STEAM BOILERS. By C. H. Peabody and E. 
F. Miller. New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1908. 8vo:; 420 pp.; fully il
lustrated with diagrams and five fold
ing plates. Second edition revised 
and enlarged. Price, $4. 

1908. 8vo.; 440 pp.; fully Illustrated Buckle, C. S. & A. S. Huntington." .. ,." 908JOl 
with photographs and line drawings. Buggy box seat brace, P. E, GatchelL",. 907.7 74 

P '  $3 I 
Burner, R. C. Frampton .. " ., .. ,." ., .. ,' 908,236 nce, . Bushing, H. J. Gilbert " ... " ... " 907,988, 907.98 9 

The present issue constitutes a revised and Button, F. Oldfield " .,. " " ." . " " " " "  907.865 

I d diti f f k d th Button, C. A. Findley "" .. " .. "" ... ". 908,231 en arge e on 0 a ortner wor Un er e Button attaching macblne, F. R. Wblte,., 908,17 8  The widely-quoted statement of Dr, William 
Osler, "Take the sum of human achievement 
in action, in science, in art, in literature, sub
tract the work of the men above forty, and 
while we should miss great treasures, even 
priceless treasures, we would practically be 
where we are to-day, The effective, moving, 
vitalizing work of the world is done between 
the ages of twenty-five and forty," might be 
the text of this interesting little volume, part 
of which originally appeared in the Century, 
The pages show that Dr, Dorlanu has gone into 
bis investigation earnestly and faithfully; and 
'he' has cast into interesting and valuable tabu
lated form the records of four hundred men 
famous in all lines of intellectual activity, upon 
which his conclusions are based, Dr, Dorland 
is convinced, and most readers will find his 
claims convincing, that the age of the acme of 
mental activity, as shown by these fairly 
�hosen records of the famous men of modem 

same name, of which six thousand copies have Cabinet, dispensing. S. Wheeler " ' , .. ,' .... 907.928 
A considerable amount of new material and been sold, The additions probably most valu- Cabinet, display, H. J. Wolslayer .......... 907,935 

in f Cahlnet, display, L. T. Martin""" .. " "  908.296 illustrations and a chapter on superheating 
added to the first edition of "Steam Boilers," 
bring the present work up to date, the latter 
chapter especially being all that was required 
for completely covering the subject, Though 
the book is primarily intended as a college 
text book. it contains much more that is use
ful to the boilermaker, fireman, or amateur, 
than the average text book. and, which is 
more to the point, extremely little that is 
not'readily intelligible to them, There is little 
of the mathematics of thermodynamics or 
strength of materials, such calculations as are 
given being relative to practical boilermaking, 
simpler calculations of the stresses in mem
bers, and the strength of riveted joints, etc, 
The customary size, form, method of staying, 
and system of firing of boilers for various pur
poses are carefully described and clearly lIIus-

able to the teacher-the pr cipal purpose 0 Cabinet drawer, H, f\omborn " " " " " ' " 907.905 
the book being academic-are the assignment Cabinet, filing, Trautman & Jacobs", ... " 908,169 
of a minimum time of execution to each prob- I Cable driven means ,for operating machines, 
lem such as would be allowed in a commer- I Cabl�'w:'le� s:· Mlii�� , :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :: :�:��� 
pial drafting room and chapters on recent Calender roll, J. Macadam " ' ,.,' ,.," , .. 907.8 29 
drafting Foom conventions as to the expression g��e��g�t:' s:�or.- laif,

d 
H��t� , : " : : : ::: :: ��:��� 

of details, bills of material, titles, etc" on Camera panoramic attacbment, F. F. Grotr. 908,091 
working drawings, Beginning with simple in- I Camphor, oxidizing campbol for the making 
structions as to the use of instruments letter- I of, A. Verley et al.""""."""". 908,171 , Can capping machine, C. H. Ayars ........ 908.37 3 ing, and figuring, the student is taken through Can open(>r, E. H. Smith ,.,. " ., ........ 908.346 
a complete course from the simplest to the Can opening device, K. Lye " , .. , .... ,.,' 907.8 28 

t I h i Th th Can seaming machine, H. Jacob " " " ,  .. , 908.102 mos comp ex mec an sm. e au or pro- Canning factory device, W. S. Thomas,.,. 907.917 
fesses only to give the elements of mechanic Candy cutter, F. W. Mack " " " " " " '" 907.8 30 
design, but if all the mechanical draftsmen Car, C. A. Pratt " .... " .. " ... " ........ 908.1::4 

kn h b t th b· t f th di'" t Car, combination tramway, R. Genovese,." 907,7 7 5 ew as mue a OU e 0 jee 0 e ll.eren Car controller checking device, street rail-
parts of a machine-the slide valve for in- way, N. Fallek " " " " " "  ' ........... 907,7 63 
stance-as is given under "Engine Details" Car door fasten(>r, M. P. Mahar .. " ." ." 907,832 
it ld h f i ti bet d i Car door, grate, C. L. Smith .... , .... , .. ,. 908,045 wou save muc r c on ween es gner, Car door locl<, Sehmahl & Watts .... , ..... 908,147 draftsman, and shop foreman. Car. dnmplng pnsh, G. O. Wortman . . • . . • •  008.4.35 
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